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N - u - t - t - m - e - g
Sittin' on a powder keg
Waitin' for the thang to bang
Meganutt from sea to shinin' sea
Press the button I'm nuttin
All wound up, when the ladies sang

N - u - t - t - m - e - g
Sittin' on a powder keg
Waitin' for the thang to bang
Bust that meganutt for me
Nuttmegg filthy nuttmeg

Every every
A multiple musical orgasm
Body body
Sittin smack dab on your lap
Wanna wanna
A macrocephelous concoction
Git a nut
Sturretching daddies cap

Cummin around the mountain uppa the cut
Just a little time is all it takes to shake that butt
That's lookin' for the multiple meganutt

Cummin down the mountain inna the cut
Just a little time is all it takes to shake that butt
That's lookin' for the multiple meganutt

N - u - t - t - m - e - g
Sittin' on a powder keg
Waitin' for the thang to bang
Meganutt from sea to shinin' sea
Press the button I'm nuttin
All wound up, when the ladies sang

N - u - t - t - m - e - g
Sittin' on a powder keg
Waitin' for the thang to bang
Bust that meganutt for me
Nuttmegg filthy nuttmeg
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Every every
All wound up to unwind your behind
Body body
All wound up to nutt up
Wanna wanna
I gotta little hump I likesta grind
Git a nutt
Strappin 'em in the stirrups

Dont' try to wake me up
When I'm defnetlee gittin down
You ain't dreamin, it's the butter
Nut butter, nut butter
Pee nutt butter sound
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